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Ancient human DNA: How sequencing the genome
of a boy from Ballito Bay changed human history
Being able to extract DNA and then sequence the full genomes of ancient human remains from tropical coasts
is often considered precarious because of the warm, humid climate. Yet, we have now demonstrated the
successful sequencing of full genomes (i.e. gaining the information of all chromosomes – including autosomes,
X-chromosomes, Y-chromosomes and mitochondrial DNA) obtained from Stone Age human remains found along
the tropical east coast of southern Africa.1 With a minimalist sampling strategy, causing the least amount of
morphological damage, we sequenced genome-wide data from three sets of approximately 2000-year-old human
remains found 60 years ago on the Ballito and Doonside beaches of KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa. One set of
remains – those of a young boy (Figure 1) – yielded a remarkably complete genome, where every position was
covered by sequenced DNA (on average) 13 times.1
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Figure 1:

The approximately 2000-year-old skull and mandible of the boy from Ballito Bay.
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The genome of a boy from Ballito Bay

In contrast to approaches targeting a limited number of markers
found polymorphic in some modern populations,2,3 whole genomesequence data from ancient remains include the complete and unbiased
genetic information carried by an individual. The data potentially also
incorporate genetic variants unique to the individual or population.
The approach thus allows for direct population genetic analyses of
prehistoric individuals, using information on mutations and frequency
spectra4, such as population split-time estimations1, genetic diversity
estimates5, and changes in effective population size through time6.
With increasing numbers of complete, modern-day human genomes
becoming available7, direct comparison of the entire inherited material
will become the norm for population genomic analyses4,8, assuring that
every possible position in the genomes of ancient individuals can be
used for genetic inferences.

Interestingly, the age range for H. naledi fossils from the Rising Star
Cave in Gauteng, South Africa, of about 335 000 to 236 000 years ago,
suggests that these small-brained (cranial volume of 465–610 mL)
hominins co-existed with the large-brained ones.21 The southern
African geo-cultural landscape during this time is diverse, with stone
tool assemblages representing both late Earlier Stone Age and early
Middle Stone Age expressions as well as transitional technologies.12
The presence of more than one hominin population, each probably
occupying its own bio-cultural niche, is therefore not surprising.
However, what is unexpected is the marked difference in cranial volume
and upper-limb morphology of H. naledi compared to H. heidelbergensis
and H. sapiens (both archaic and modern). These differences would
indicate that in southern Africa, next to the encephalising lineage/s of our
own species, there was ecological space for a small-brained, rock- or
tree-climbing hominin. How these physiological traits were expressed
in the archaeological record is potentially one of the most interesting
puzzles for behavioural and cognitive archaeologists to explore over
the next decade or so. Gene-culture co-evolution studies might also
be able to contribute to how we understand this complex time in our
evolutionary history.

Separating the different types of genetic data might be difficult for nonspecialists. For instance, Morris recently noted ‘at least two different
methodologies that produce different success rates and differing levels
of data volume’, and highlighted the risks with multiple replicate sampling
of ancient human remains.9 Yet, every individual carries a specific
genome, and the only way to access all its information is to sequence the
entire genome, which can be accomplished with a single, small sample.
Other types of investigations – such as Y-chromosome, mitochondrial
DNA or SNP-capture (single nucleotide polymorphism) approaches –
harness only a subset of the genetic information in the genome, with
various degrees of bias. For example, the SNP-capture approach obtains
information on a subset of positions that has been found to be variable in
a limited number of individuals living today. As a consequence, variation
that is unique to groups that are not currently living, or perhaps were not
represented when a SNP-capture array was designed, will be missed.
The only way to investigate an unbiased representation of an ancient
individual’s genome is to sequence it.1,5,6,10,11

An increased time depth (now based on both fossil16 and genetic1 data)
for the origin of our species in Africa, coupled with the simultaneous
existence of a clearly different hominin (H. naledi) in southern Africa,
and similar looking hominins in different geographical regions of the
continent (H. sapiens, archaic H. sapiens and H. heidelbergensis),
makes for interesting times in human evolution research. It demands
that we take a critical new look at the period between about 350 000 and
250 000 years ago from a multidisciplinary, continent-wide perspective.
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Three of the seven individuals for whom we generated entire inherited
DNA data1, lived along the KwaZulu-Natal coast during the final Later
Stone Age12. This period was shortly before the influx of pastoralists
from East Africa who exchanged their genetic heritage with local hunter–
gatherer groups – forming the historically known Khoekhoe herders of
southern Africa – and before farmers of West African descent settled on
the landscape from about 1700 years ago, contributing to the local gene
pool and giving rise to the local Iron Age.1,13
The context of the three Stone Age hunter–gatherers (who displayed no
recent admixture with migrating farmers and pastoralists), coupled with
the high-quality DNA coverage obtained for the boy from Ballito Bay,
provided us with the unique opportunity to recalculate the genetic time
depth for our species (Homo sapiens) to between 350 000 and 260 000
years ago.1 Previously, the deepest genetic split was considered to have
been between about 160 000 and 100 000 years ago.14 And, based
on fossil material from Ethiopia15, the oldest modern humans were
thought to have lived about 190 000 years ago in East Africa. Our work
demonstrates that it is the context of human remains that matters when
looking at potential deep splits in our lineage, and not their age. However,
full-genome data from older remains may yet reveal more surprising
outcomes. For example, any additional gene flow into southern African
Stone Age populations, predating 2000 years ago, will increase the time
depth of the first H. sapiens population split.
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